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The lymphatic network is critical to human physiology and diseases, but it remains 

poorly understood. Available imaging modalities only resolve lymph nodes (LNs) near the 
injection site due to rapid redistribution of tracers into blood. We reported a set of unique 
lipidnanoparticles (LNPs) that enable tracer and drug localization in LNs throughout the body. 
This study is to elucidate the lymph vs. blood distribution pathways of subcutaneously (SC) 
administered tracers in LNPs with high-resolution near-infrared fluorescence (NIRF) and 
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) capabilities. Mice and macaques were given SC free or 
LNP-bound small molecules and the time course of lymph vs. blood distribution pathways were 
evaluated. Drug/tracer levels over time were quantified by in vivo NIRF or MRI, NIR microscopy, 
or LC-MS/MS. From the injection site in mice, LNPs cleared twice as fast as quantum dots (2.07 
vs. 1.01 min-1 ). In mice and macaques, LNPs distributed throughout the body before entering 
blood at anastomoses between lymphatic and blood vessels. In contrast, free drug in mice 
immediately entered the blood at early time points, and dissipated after reaching local LNs; free 
tracer levels in blood and lymph were ~6-fold greater and ~10-fold lower, respectively, than 
those in LNPs. Collectively, these data confirmed that unlike free drug which penetrates equally 
into blood and lymph vessels, LNP-bound drug and tracers permeate only into lymph vessels 
and trap in LN sinuses. The differential localization between free and bound tracer enabled 
detection of lymph abnormalities in mice by NIRF imaging. Surface-expressed anti-ICAM-1 and 
RGD peptides on LNPs provided selective binding of 4T1 mouse breast cancer cells, which may 
be useful for detecting invading breast cancer in LNs. First-pass preferential distribution of LNP-
bound drug/tracer to the lymphatic network could be used to develop a contrast-enhanced 
diagnostic imaging and drug delivery platform to enhance lymphatic drug exposure. 

 


